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Volunteer Organization"), the issues of vigilantism and censorship taken up in this roundtable cut across political faultlines and have a long history going back to the Nehru era. Without going into a listing of early episodes, one can mention the harassment of artist M. F. Husain by Hindu nationalists and his self-exile in his last years 4 These events beg a number of important questions, which the following four essays both raise and attempt to answer. Among them, the authors speak to the forces behind the pattern of repeated accommodation of vigilante pressure to ban books, textbooks, plays, paintings, and so forth, on the grounds of hurt religious, nationalist or caste sentiments, as well as pre-emptive bans out of fear of public disturbances due to such hurt sentiments. We surmise that such a pattern, which cuts across party and religious boundaries, is related to the problem of building a nation and a state in an extremely heterogeneous country with a recent history of religious conflict in the aftermath of the Partition of 1947. The unstated nation-building and state-building strategy of Indian leadership since independence has been one of accommodation and inclusion, reflected in the constitution's secular and federal character, the abolition of caste discrimination and untouchability, explicit minority rights, and practices of political inclusion by the main political parties and governments that have so far dominated Indian politics. It also appears to be the case that part of this strategy and culture of accommodation allows for illiberal and authoritarian demands to proscribe academic and creative works that are held to hurt religious, nationalist and other group sentiments by self-appointed spokesmen of such groups who threaten public agitations and violence, sometimes leveling death threats, against the authors of such works (and the people and institutions that assisted the research of authors against whom objections are raised, as was the case in 2003 when the "Sambhaji Brigade" ransacked the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute [BORI] in Pune and attacked one of BORI's resident Sanskritists, Shrikant Bahulkar, where and with whom Jim Laine conducted research for his controversial book, Shivaji: Hindu King in Islamic India). 5 The paradox here is this: while India has been largely successful in its building of a heterogeneous nation and a democratic state through accommodative policies, such policies also have at times accommodated illiberal demands and violated basic liberal-democratic norms of freedom of expression.
For 12 years India Review has been publishing innovative research on contemporary issues in India. We are thus delighted to add to current debates on India's intellectual freedom, vigilantism, and censorship the following four essays. They bring academic rigor, informed historical grounding, and varied perspectives to some of the 276 India Review vital issues currently coursing India's public commons on these issues. We hope the collection will stimulate further nuanced reflection on these pressing topics.
-Eswaran Sridharan, Editor, and Anthony Cerulli, Managing Editor, India Review NOTES
